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To 'aZZ-fwhorxmít may concern: Y, y . 
¿Be it knownthat Il, S'rEPHEN-WLLOOX, of 

Brooklyn, Kings county, inthe State of New. 
c York, have invented certain new and useful 

A.1.5 

Improvements in Hot-'Air Engines, of which 
the following is a specification.` ' . '  .' 

I elnploy a cooling-jacket in connection with 
the regenerator, both arranged around the 

y changing-cylinder, by which the zones of low 
l:'IO temperature are keptA 10W in the regenerator, 

land .the watercools not onlythe air which 
moves to,` and from the cool end of that cylin- 
der,` but also cools the cylinder. itself. The 

f engine is automatically regulated'- by aA gover 
nor, .which shifts a link, and this-in tu rn .moves 
the changing-pistons. , Ijprovid‘e ypeculiarly' 

.force air into thepipe connecting the tops of 
-two opposite 'working-cylinders to compensate 
for leakage.’ By regulating- this action auto-l 
_mat'icallya vuniform pressure is maintained. 
I have devised  means for subtracting `a large 

_ vrportion of the heat fr'omthe gasesdischarged» 
from the Áfurnace/and for imparting-it to` the 
incoming air.4 A blower promotes lthe draft 

. jsuiìiciently- to overcome the> resistance-due to, 
f' these provisions. I have also  devised .means 

 for distributing oil inthe npper'portion-»ot‘ 

30 
Àeach annular cylinder. _The engine has t’wo 
furnaces, fired independently, and two work 
,ing-cylinders, the. upp‘er ends of which are 
connected -by an ample pipe.  Their pistons 
are joined by a vibrating beam, so that the 

4,' moving parts in each balance each other. ' Con 
centric wit-hand outside the work’ing-cylinï 
Aders are' placed, two changing-cylinders,-the 
_pistons ofwhich are-also connected to" a beam'. 

911.@ shaft; ï I-winde 
scribeione .pair only ,  . . . _ 

' The-following is adescription of what Icon- 
Sider-the' best means 'of carrying out ‘the inven 
tion. ’ ' ` 

' ` Theaccompanyíng dra-Wings fOflll a DaI‘ÚQf 
45 this speciiication. ` l, 

~Figure l is a central vertical'section through 
lone of the cylinders and immediately connect 
ed parts.  Fig. 1“ is a horizontal section on the 

'  line s sin Fig. l.> Fig. 2 is an elevation, partly 
in section. . Fig. 2‘ is on a larger scale.V It is. 
a vertical section through the regulating- chain 

À'one of the stuiïingf-boxes. 

' framing. 

ber for the automatic link adjustment._ Fig. 
3 "is an elevation at‘right angles to that shown 
in Fig,` 2. The remaining iigures are on a 
larger scale. Fig. 4 is a vertical section through 

Fig. 5 is a vertical . 
55 

section through the devilce‘for automatically f 
«controlling the air-pump, and Fig. 6 is an ele- 
jvation of ,the same. , Fig. 7` is a section, partly 
in elevation, showing thev provisions for indi 
eating the -highest pressure. `QFig. Sis an -cle- ~ 

Avation- of the friction-pinionqor jack-wheel. 
Fig. 9 is *a section of the same on the line tt ’ 
in Fig. 8. l „ 

¿ Similar letters of reference indicate' lcorre-_ 
.sponding parts in all~ >the ñgures wherek they 
Occur. l _ . . » 

A‘is the brick-work of'a furnace, AEF. 
A" is an arch, and A2 a short funnel. A 
B is the heater, the central part of which is 

dome-shaped. - » ` 

C is the working-cylinder. 

E is the annular changing-piston working in 
a cylinder, C', larger than the working-cylin 
der and placed concentric thereto. Both pis. 
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'D is'the working-piston, and d the piston- ' » 

tons are- of considerable depth.  T_he chang- 1 

the hot portion of the apparatus and back 

`ing-piston simply performsthe- function of"Í 
- shifting- the air alternately from _the cold _to 

again. Each working -piston rod d is Ilcon-l . 
nccted by a link, d’, _to one end`of a working- ’ 
beam, M, whichis keyed’ont'o astrong rock 
ing shaft, m, having a crank - arm, M', and 
'mounted inïñxedi bearings. ,The two Jvork- , 
ing-pistonsandtheir'eonnections balance each '- ' 
other. , The connecting-rod M2 extends from a 

,n .the-cra‘nkïarnätliî’` to'y a pin inthe crank 
_’O’jon the'vcrankfshaftrOl " , _ 4 , ` 

, VEccentrîcs 03,0* connect ‘byecce'ntric-rods‘ 
W’ W” to a Stevenson link, W, which .ta-kes 
hold of a link-block, V2, lwhich is mounted on 
a pin, V’, carried on an-arm fixed on'a rock 
ing shaft, V, supported. in 'bearings in the 

This shaft V has twox arms, V3, 
(only one of which is shown,) which carry, 

95 

respectively, links V4, (only one of which> is  
shown,) connecting the arms to thechanging 
vbeams P, and by them Operate the changing 
pistons E. ' . The two changing-pistons, con 
nected to opposite ends of the changing-beams 
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byrods e and linkse', balance each other. The 
link W has to overcome only the inertia and 
slight friction of the changing-pistons and the 
slight resistance of the air which the chang 

, '5 ing-pistons canse to be transferred rapidly be?` 
. ltween the hot and cold portions of the appa 
ratns. 
of temperature, and consequently of pressure, 

- thatfol'lowsuch transference; as will be read 
I0 ily understood; ' ` ' ^ ` ' ` 

' I is~ a 'rege'.n'e'r,ator#composed> off nietallie 
plates set onedgÍe and held , a` little 'diessence.,l 
apart. It isino‘unt’ed- in  an?annular. space Vex 
'-terior 'wit-.he éha?g‘ingfrrlinder and 'i’n 'com- . 

_15 municationw'ith the 'hot-air `spacefbelowjthe 
two' pistons, and‘also througha coole‘r'above, A 
withthe relatively cold_air~space abovcthe 
changing-piston.i _The space above the work' 
ing-pistongis'subject to a_ constant pressure 

2'0 from air/pumped fin, as will be fully explained , 
further on. ` _ L 

K is thecooler., 
tallic tubes J, _allowing ther air'to flow up' 
and down- through them, .and having cold 

25 water circulating vinthe spacesaround them... 
The cooling-water? enters through ,a pipe, kf, 
and after _traversing this cooling-chamber, and , 
also another which occupies-an annular space> 
betweenßthe working _and changingcylinders, 

3Q fis discharged .through ̀ avpipe', ki@ The-ain' 
tubes J- ofthe cooler communicate through 

; ’ passages at thel top with the annularispace‘ 
over theannular changing-piston.' The trav. 

. y' .ersingpof _the-_airbetween the top and-bottom' 
35,01," the apparatus in ._a thin lannular )space 

' around the changing-cylind'er/is of advantage 
in» reqniring but af short passage of small. vol 

y nme.l , rlfhe presence ofthe cooler insures that’ 
~AÍthe'ßu'pper edge ofthe regenerator, which is be 

'4o-,low` it, shall bevat a low temperature.. The 
' regenerator,with ̀ its‘several zones of temper 
'ature varyingfrom the hottest at the ‘bottom` 
tothe coolest at the top,.is _awell-'known ad 
j vunctl of hot-air engines. - It'absorbsheat from 

45 the air as_the -hot »air rises and becomes heated 
thereby, tits _lower edge-being heated the most. 
'It ,imparts heat to the descending air >and is 
itselfcooled'thereby7 the '_upper edge being. 
»cooled the most. ¿The zones of heat are _car-‘ 
ried low on the cylinder by' this arrangement 

50. t _ t . , v 

’ of coolerfandregenerator. The ultimate‘elfect 
is theßonûníngof the .heat in; the cylinders 
and' .inail the parts tolaflimitedzdomainîatîthef ì 

l base-o?’the‘apparatus. nThe 'ascent'ja'ndY 'de- ~ . 
‘scent o_f the-changing-piston through the long-__l 

’5S . , e . . 

est’possible distance' causes all the -inclosed 
"a'ir, excepting what is _contained in the pas. 
sages,'to move fromend'to end 'of the appa-> 
ratus alternately. This is the condition for 
the most effective working. . 

`Ihave adapted my engine towork at aregu 
lar speed by providing an automatic regula 
tion. It acts by controlling the motion of the 
changing -fpistom By shifting thelinkfW so 

65 that it receives and holds the block V2 in one 
en"d of its curved slot, the changing-piston >E 

The power is produced bythe changes ' 

'as_fìxed center., 1'. _» 
_a link-R?, androd B3, to _a piston, R4, in a 
'sinall.cylinder,-Q. ‘The eccentrics cause an 

It is formed with thin me» 

receives sufficient motion to cause it to trav 
erse to the fullest extent and shift all the air. 
When the link Wis heldin some intermediate 
position, it causes a ̀ shorter motion of the 
changing-piston. Under these conditions, less 
air is transferred between> the cool-and4 hot 
ends of the apparatus alternately,I smaller 
changes of pressureA are produced, and less 
power is-develope'd by theaction. cf the ai-r ‘on 
the working-piston. ’ ' ' ' 

link jvvgwvith aten-_crank llever, An, turning ou 
This lever> It connects, vby 

angular motion in the link_and a correspond 
ing tendency’to slip from end to end of' its slot 

to the’piston R‘jand its direction is changed 
to vertical. ‘ `The cylinder- isprovided with 

70,' 

., R’ is .a link? whi'h connects-the VvStevensonK4 l 

>`on the link-block. Through _the connections  
l R, R', R2,-'and ‘Rithis tendency is communicated 85 

„_passages, arranged ais-shown, " controlled ¿by ' 
valves T’ T2. Whentheseïvalves are held open, . 
„the _fluid-oil or some other vanalogous inelas 
tic fluid filling both endsrof-.the cyliuder-is 
free to move from one> end ofthe cylinder to j 
the other. When they are closed' no such ino 
tion can occur. . The ‘piston’ 3*-, and conse 
quently the link _W, is held against any shift 
ing. ‘It tends to vibrate by the action of the: 
eccentrics O3 0*, but does not shift to one> side: 

When, however, one of .the » 
,valves T’Tz is held Open, ,vibration ofthe pis 
ton in one direction is permittedbythe flow- 

or the other. 

of theliquid .through the open valve, and 'it 

95A » 
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moves toward that en-d` of the cylinder com-A  
inunicating’with said valve, but its return is 
prevented:` The governor controls the open 
~ing of these valves. >This control bythe govl' 
ernor is effected through a lever,ÍG’, whichis 

. raised or loweredby th’e action of the governor.` 
Itis connected by the link‘ GrZ to the lever G3. 
This lever rocks the spindle g andthe rigidly 

’ connected wheel G4, and by means offace-cams .Ilo 
formed the latter forcesl open one or the ` 
~other ofthe valv'es'THTZ'orlev being released 
when the other is _open-that is to say, lwhen 
the lever Gr’> rises'. it turns' the- wheel G* into 
such` a`> position that the uppermost valve, T’ , 
is heldïopen. ' -Under these conditions the lluid‘ 
may flow from above the piston R? around in- _ 
to thespacei-below said piston, the _lowerniost> 

force'of its-gentle spring.  ‘Thepiston R* rises, 12o 
and, acting throughthe connections, shifts th'e . 
link Wto the left, and modifiesthe power _de 

` veloped »'by the`engine; but when`the lever G’ 
ascends' itliberates thenpper valve,T’, and 
allows it to shut, thus resisting any tendency 
'of the oil to escape from above the piston into 
the ~space below. „ The sameinoveinent opens 
and holds open the lower valve, T2, and allows 

. theoil to flow awayfroinbelow the piston and 
to corne into the space above it. This causes 
the piston R* to sink, and shifts the link Wto 
the right, thus againl modifying the power. 

125. 
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The"piston~rods d e are surrounde by a 
series of rings, i, of good leather, shaped by 
wetting and stretching to the form shown in 
Fig. 4.' These must be carefully kiln-dried at 
a moderate heat, after which they will endure 
the heat without injury. The rings j are of 
vulcanized india~rubber of circular section. 
The stuiiing-boxes are deep, and conta-in a 
number of these leathers, each partially in 
closing its ring of rubber. 
gently compressed by the gland causes a light 
pressure against the piston-rod d, and, becom 
ing highly polished by the friction, reduces 
the leakage around the pistoirrods to a very 
small amount, leven if the pressure in the en~ 
gine be as high as one hundred and iifty pounds 

One hundred pounds per 
square inch I esteem the ,best pressure to main 
tain above the working-pistou. The packing 
in each working-piston allows some of the air 
.above it to move down past it whenever the 
pressure below it is lower. 
X’ is a constantly-acting force-pump oper 

ated by the engine with a uniform stroke,and 
forcing into the spaces above the working 
pistons ̀ a small uniform quantity of air at 
each revolution. The leakage is-liable to vary. 
and >the admission of air to the pump is varied 
accordingly. 
X* is a casing, having a nozzle, x, bolted on 

the induction~aperture of the pump. >~There 
are ' apertures av', through “Lich the air is 
drawn in freely; but the passage therefrom k'to 
the pump is controlledl by a peculiarly-mount 
ed valve, X”, having a longI stem, and capable 
of closing tight upon a seat, x2. It is held up 
and open by a coiled spring, X“, acting be 
_tween the collar x“ and an adjustable abut’ 
ment, auf, controlled by a screw, x". On the 
upper end of t-he stein is aconsiderable button 
or disk, at“, above which -is a chamber con 
nected by apipe, xl, with the connection X 
between the upper parts of the workingcyl 
inders. So long as the pressure in the latter 
is suliicient, Jthe valve X" is,by the pressure of 
the air on the diaphragm Xil'icld down to its 
seat; but the moment the pressure becomes 
reduced by leakage the spring X3 lifts the 
valve XZ' a little and allows the pump X’ to 
take in air and force it into the pipe X until 
the full pressure is restored, when it is again ~ 
stopped by the refusal' of the valve to rise. 
In practice the valve X2 rises a little, and the 
pump takes a little air at each stroke. Uhang 
ing the screw :v5 determines thcamount of 
pressure io be i'na-int-ained in X. ~ ' 
The air to support combustion in the fue 

nace is received through inverted U-shaped 
pipes U. These pipes, being` exposed to the 
hot gases escaping from the `furnace through 
the passage a, warm the air within, so that the 
fresh air therefrom entering the furnace, by 
being partially heated, contributes to the eiii» 

' eiency of the fuel, and consequently to the 
economyof the engine; but the passage ofthe 
air through these U-shaped pipes is' resisted 

The whole being. 

>by friction. So, also, is the passage of the 
escaping gases from the furnace resisted by 
the effort required to ñow through the cham 
ber obstructed by these pipes. II_‘he conse 
quence is a tendency to retard the draft. 
U’ is a blower driven by _a belt from the en 

gine, and forcing the air strongly in its en 
trance through the pipes U. The effect of this 
blower should be suiiicient Vto overcome the 
resistance of the fresh air in moving through 
the interior of the pipes U, and also .to over» 
come the resistance of the hot gases in eseap~ 

flue or chamber in which the pipes U are 
mounted. The combination of the blower with 
the pipes seeuresboth economy and efficiency. 
The changing-piston, although it need not 

be packed and need not rub with much tight 
ness against the cylinders, has large surfaces 
subject to friction, and parts are liable to rise 

which cannot be eonvenientlyinsured against. 
l”. provide peculiarly eiiicient means for iutro~ 
ducing oil to lubricate the parts. ` 

v H is a single-acting hand-pump, provided 
with a- reservoir, H', to receive oil. It com 
municates by a small pipe, h', with a perfo 
rated pipe, Íil, extending around in a recess 
Vprovided in the top of the changingcylinder. 
Its perforations are arranged to allow the ejec 
tion of the oil upon theannular changing pis 
ton and cylinder. It spreads thereon and lu 
bricates both the outer and inner surfaces. 

L’ is a thermometer, the sensitive portion of 
which is inserted in the pipe 7c', throughwhich 
cold water enters the cooler K. L2 is another 
thermometer, having its sensitive portie cor 
respondingly inserted in the pipe k2, w 1_ich 
conveys‘ away the warm water from the cooler.' 
An inspection of these two thermometers 
shows by direct comparison the changes of 
temperature produced in the water of the 
heater. “Then the difference 'of temperature 
is too small it indicates that too much water 
is admitted to the cooler, and by partially 
closing a controlling-cock (not shown) the 
quantity of water which traverses the cooler 
is lessenedî Thisiis important when, as is 

water is small. When the difference of tem 
perature shown bythe twothermolneters is 
unusually great, it shows that the water in the 
heater is allowed to become~ too 1n uch warmed, 
and consequently that theair is being toolittle 
cooled by the cooler. When this is observed. 
the attendant opens'a cock (not shown) and 
allows the waterto circulate through the cooler 
more freely. _ _ 

L is a" pyrometer, _having its sensitive por 
tion immersed in the hot gases filling the iiue 
or chamber a. :It has a dial mounted in po 
sition to be easily observed by the attendant. 
“Then he sees that the heat in the ilue is too 
low, he opens the damper and quickens the 

l blower, or otherwise quickens the iire in the 

frequently the case, the quantity of cooling-uV 
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ing from the furnace through the obstructedI I 

85 

-to a higlrtemperature under some conditions, y 
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l furnace. ’When he observes that the tempera- v 
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_ing diminution of pressure. 

. every revolution of the main shaft there is a 
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,of the contained air pasta stop-cock, N', which 

lpower` is transmitted from the engi-ne through 

4 
~ 

ture of thc'pyrometer is too high, he closes [ 
the damper or decreases the action of the 
blower, or both. and consequently allows the 
iire to become less active. The several fur 
naces have each a’separate pyroincter. 

. N is a pressure-gage. vIts interior-is subject 
toV the pressure within v'the cylinder. This 
pressure varies widely between its greatest 
and its least during any given revolution; It 
also »varies considerably infits absolute press» 
ure at the period of greatest pressure. \Vh_en 
the working-piston is being driven upward in 
its cylinder, the gage indicates the pressure at 
its highest. ' It is provided with avalve, n’, 
opening freely upward >to allow the pressure 
of oil or other fluids' acted on by the air to pass 
upward freely. ÑVhen, during another por 
tion of the revolution, the pressure in the 
working- cylinder >is greatly reduced, this 
pressure-gage does not show the correspond 

The pressure 
does not diminish in the gage except by a very 
small amount», that is due to a slow movement 

communicates through small passages with 
the gage and with the source of pressure. At 

period at which the high pressure is felt by 
the gage, the same being transmitted freelyV 
past the valve n’. ' he gage runs down a lit 
_tle in the intervals. It vibraties during each 
revolution between a point indicating the 
highest pressure which obtains in the cylinder 
and one` ,representing only one pound per 
square inch, or thereahoi'lt, below such highest 
pressure. ‘ 

N2 is apressuregage working under oppo 
site conditions. Y Thevalve’ is arranged to al- , 
low the air to escape freely from the pressure 
gagelNTZ at veach lowering of the pressure, and 
to riseonly slightly during the period of high 
pressure. AAn additional gage, N3, is ofthe 
ordinary construction, and-is connected to the 
space above the working-piston. Itis subject 
to ‘a nearly uniform pressure of air. The air 
in the upper end of one Working-cylinder is 
transferred through the pipe X to the top of 
the opposite working-cylinder as the working 
beam M vibrates, and the two worlringpis» 
tons alternately .ascend and descend. The 

friction-gears peculiarly mounted. The ~dy 

grooves .turned or otherwise produced in its 
periphery, adapted toltransxnit powerby f?ic-  
tion in the well-known manner. v . 

F is a jaclewheel, certain'portions being des-1_ 
ignated, when necessary, by additional letters*V 
of reference, as F’ F2. It has an iron periph 
ery, F', carrying V~shaped beads f, corresp ond~` 
ing to the groovcsin the wheel O2; but instead 
ofthe whole jack-wheel being'rigid and mount 
ed rixedly on the shaft F‘, an._ann.ï1lar mass, 
F2, of vulcanized india-rubber' is mounted be~ 
tween the hub F? and the annular rim F', 
which by'yielding avoids _the trembling due 
to ordinary friction-gear. It also allows the 

10,529 

shafts to be slightly out ol' their true positions 
without- causing mischief. rl‘he false position 
is accommodated by the yielding of the rub 
ber l”. 

I have shown in the drawings, Figs. 2 and 
3, a ilexiblc pipe, e', of india-rubber or analo~ 
gous material having a contracted nozzle at 
one end and connected at the other to an iron 

lpipe, c, which connects with the top of Íthe 
woi'liing-cylinderG. On openingthe cock e* 
a strongblast of air is lejected from the noz-Í 
zle, which, ou opening‘oneof the slides b and 
directing the current into the aperture thus 
exposed, clears the ashes and the soot from 

Y the space around the base of the heater. 
Y Y'are girders which support the meclr 

anism, resting on brick walls Z; 
The concentric changing and working cyl 

indersC and C’ have one end, the lower end 
of cach, opening directly into theheater. The 
head of the changing-cylinder is cast in one 
piece with the working-cylinder. 

Modifications may be made in the forms and 
proportions. The width of the friction gear# 
wheels Of‘ F can be increased or diminished, 
as may be desired. rl‘hc annular mass of rub 
ber F2, may be of greater or less diameter or 
thickness. Parts of the invention may be 
used without the whole. ' Instead of rubber, 
any other elastic mat ial,‘as twisted wool> orY 
hair, may be employe as the parts j, to dis» 
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'tend the‘fcrmed leathers when the gland is y 
pressed down. _ 
Some advantages due to certain features of 

the invention maybe separately enumerated 
as follows: ‘ " 

I First. By reason of the fact that the cooler 
or water-jacket K surrounds the cylindeigas 
shown, with'y the regenerator I below it, the 
zones of low temperature are carried lower 1n ’ 
the rcgenerator, and the upper'end of the cy1~ 
inder is maintained cooler than would be oth~ 
erwise possible. ' ' 

Second. By reason of the fact that the cyl 
inder C’ forms the side of the water-jacket K, 
and also that the cooler is traversed .by the 
pi'pcs J, through which the air moves in its 
passage upward in coming to such cylinder 
and downward in ilowing> from it,` the water 
performs the double function of cooling the 
air in its passages and also ot‘fbathing'and 

‘ cooling the cylinder.' . 

Third. yBy reason of the fact that the chang»,I 

Alower end of each communicating _directiy'and 
Ífreely with the heater, the effect of the chang-l 
ing-cylinder is communicated to the heater. 
and'working-cylinder ,with no appreciable loss 
in intermediate passages, and I attain this ‘end 
without Ymaking any joints. 
Fourth. By reason of the fact that the head 

of the annular changing-cylinder is formed in 
one casting with the inner cylinder, C, I save 
joints, avoid leakage, and add to the strength 
and stiffness of the construction. 

Fifth. By reason of the combination of the 

ico 
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mi 
king and‘w'orki'ng cylinders are arran‘ged'con- » 
centrically,` the one within the other, with the. 

125 

130' 



- isbelew a given point, and-closes to' prevent ' 
lair being takenwhen the pressure reaches and 
'is maintained-at-the required standard. _f _ ': _ 
v. " Seventh. By thebloWerU' forcing airthrough 

» . the pipes Uintotheash-pit`,and thence through' 

10,529 ' _ 5 

governor G and its connections to the cylinder 
Q with its piston It4 and connections to the 
rod R', controlling the link W, the extent of 
motion of the changing-pistons, and conse 
quently the speed and power ofthe engine, _are 
automatically regulated. ' 

. Sixth. By the continually~acting pumps X', 
valve X“, spring X3, and diaphragm X4, the 
latter iniiuenced, as shown, by the pressure` oh 
taining on'the upper faces of the Wo'rking-pis- . 
tons_,tl1e valve X? opens-automatically to allow 
air to be'takenïby the pump when the pressure 

the Afurnace and escape-passage a, the'frictional 
’i , resistance dueto the passage of the air through 

‘ anactive combustion and consequent efficiency ' 

25I 

30 

the pipes, and to thepassage of the' escaping 
gases from the iire past such pipes, is overcome, 

are maintained, combined with provisions for 
high economy. ' _ 1 

Eighth. _By means of the perforated pipe h, 
extending around over the ch angingpiston and 
connections h’ to the pump H, with its oil~res » 
ervoi'r H', the lubricating-Huid. can’be conven 
iently introduced. and distributed effectively 
in the upper portion _of the annular changing 

' cylinder.~ ~, Y 

„I have, it will be seenrset forth the inven 
« tion> as an entirety in order that it may bein'ore 
" clearly-understood; but Ill/lave made the con- A' 

35 struction__ and arrangement of the packing de 
_seribed in the foregoing specification and 
shown in Figs.- l and 4, the gages described 
and shown'in Figs. 3 and 7, and the> gearing 

' _ also described and shown in Figs. 3, 8, and 9, 
the subjects of separate applications for pat 
ents, and I do not claim these portions oi' the 
invention in this application for patent. 

I claim as my invention 
1.v The annular cooler or water-jacket K, 

arranged relativelyr to the cylinder C and Vto 
the annular regenerator'I, substantially as' 
herein speciñed. . 

2. The waterfiacket K, with its pipes .I ar 
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ranged as shown, and with suitable water-con- ' 
ncctions, 7a' It?, arranged as shown, adapted to 
perform the double function of; cooling _the 50, 

cylinder C' and of cooling the airin its passage _ 
to and froinit, as herein speciñed. .v 

3. lIn a hot-air engine, the concentric chang 
ing and working cylinders', having one end of 
each opening directly into the heater. f~ " 
*4.y In allot-air engine, the head of the changf 

ingïeylinder cast in' one piece with the Work 
ing-cylinder. . _’ ‘Í - . , 1 ` . 

A5'; The link'ÑV, and suitable connections for 
receiving motion‘froin the shaft and impart 
ing it'to the changing-piston, in‘combination 
with such piston and with the governor G, and 
with means forautomatically shifting the link, ' 
as herein specified. A 

6. ‘ In a hot-air engine, the case X212 pipe e", 
and diaphragm X‘, in combination with a 
valve, X2., controlling the admission of air to 
the air-pump X', so as to automatically main` 
tain a uniform pressure, as herein specified. 

_7. In a hot-air engine, the blower Uf, air 
heating pipes U, furnace A’l‘, and escape-Hue 

"as hereinspeeiñed. _ . 

8. In a hot-air engine, the oil-reservoir H', 
pump H, andv oil-distributing pipe h, incom 
bination with each other and with the‘concenj 
tric ‘cylinders 'C C' and annular Ychanging 
piston E, arranged for joint operation as and 
for the purpose herein specified. 

In testimony whereof Ihavehereunto set my 
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es> 

a, combined and arranged for joint operation 

hand at New York city, New York, in the`V 
presence of two` subscribing witnesses. _ 

_STEPHEN VVILCÓX¢ 
Witnesses: ‘ ' - 

M, F. BOYLE, 
J. E. Rnnwnn. 


